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Nowadays, many people purchase iPad as their tablet and E-Reader, but they often get stuck when
they want to purchase and read the cheap and fine Kindle ebooks, and it would be a bit extravagant
If specially buy a Kindle Reader. What if a person want to enjoy iPad reading and Kindle ebooks at
the same time? Here is a solution: converting MOBI to ePUB, then people can read the Kindle
books on iPad comfortably.

How to convert MOBI to ePUB?

Epubor MOBI to EPUB Converter(http://www.epubor.com/mobi-to-epub.html) is a powerful
conversion software which can convert MOBI to ePUB within a few seconds and without any quality
loss. Following the instruction and learn how to convert MOBI to ePUB.(Learning how to convert
AZW to ePUB in the end of this article.)

Step 1. Click â€œAdd Filesâ€•, choose the MOBI file needs to convert then it will show up in the conversion
queue. By the way, Epubor MOBI to EPUB Converter is capable for batch conversion, adding plenty
of mobi files is permitted.

Step 2. Fill in the "Title", "Author", "Publisher" and "Subject" blanks, choose an image as the cover..
This is not neccessary, but is good for the ebooks management, and the iBooks' shelf will be more
beautiful and steady.

Step 3. Click "Convert" at the right and bottom corner, choose the output path and name the new
ePUB file, this is important, or the output ePUB file will be named as default "My ePub". Then all the
jobs will be done in seconds! Now sideload the ePUB file to iPad and enjoy it!

Notes:

1. When Epubor MOBI to EPUB Converter is batch converting, it will merge all the MOBI files into
one ePUB file, therefore, choose the mode suits you most.

2. This software can also convert AZW to ePUB, just rename .azw to .mobi then follow the MOBI to
ePUB step 1 to step 3.

3. Before conversion, there might be a demand to undrm the Kindle books, Epubor Kindle DRM
Removal(http://www.epubor.com/kindle-drm-removal.html) is helpful.
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If have some advise on the services, or have some problems with software, the most quickly
method is posting a message via: support@epubor.com, answer will be replied within 12 hours.
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